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from
Editorial Desk

Greetings TechieWorld readers, welcome to

another scrumptious edition of SoCT’s

newsletter packed with updates, news and

happenings from across the 4 corners of the

FCET. In the spirit of Vasco Da Gama, we have

circumnavigated the office to bring you all

the latest (since our last edition that is). The

main news is no doubt the launch of the

Cybersecurity Talent Zone (but you already

knew that), however there’s much more to

report on so let’s have a quick jaunt around

the office and see what’s new.

Setting sail from Karthini’s desk word reaches

us of the School of Technology’s team

building activities, then taking a right after

the Dean’s Office [past the fortress of

solitude] and dropping anchor at Mr.

Umapathy’s desk, we bring you news of

industrial visits and cyber security events.

Moving on, our next port of call is Isla Firdaus

from where stories concerning this year’s Big

Data Week and other data science events are

collected, whilst across the office smoke

signals from Casa Vino convey the message

that QR Seek is now international. In fact

there’s too much to summarise here so read

on to find out more inside …
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The major taking point for us here at Techie World is undoubtedly the
launch of the Cybersecurity Talent Zone @APU. Officially launched by
the honourable Minister of Communications & Multimedia, YB Tuan
Gobind Singh Deo on the 5th of October, along with dignitaries from
the Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC), the National Cyber
Security Agency (NACSA), the Malaysian Communications and
Multimedia Commission (MCMC), and the British High Commission, the
talent zone represents a new benchmark for the cultivation of
cybersecurity talent across the region.

LAUNCH OF 
APU CYBERSECURITY TALENT ZONE
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The CyberSecurity Talent Zone

incorporates a fully-functional

Cyber Defence Centre (Cyber

Range) and Cyber Security

Operations Centre (SOC) and is

supported by MDEC, TecForte Sdn

Bhd and Cyber Intelligence Sdn

Bhd. Within the Zone students

have access to real-time monitoring

systems of the cyber world – in

case of a cyber-attack, they will be

able to monitor the attack at the

SOC and plan risk mitigation and

counteractive measures at the

Cyber Range. This hands-on

experience will ensure that we

continue to produce individuals

that are capable of contributing to

the national cybersecurity

workforce when they graduate.

Aside from the Cyber Range and

SOC, the Zone also includes the

Cisco Networking Academy, Centre

for Research and Development in

IoT (CREDIT) and the Forensic and

Cyber Security Research Centre

(Fsec).
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Inter-Department Hari Raya & Deepavali
Festive Decoration Competition

Hari Raya:
FCET 1 – 0 Everyone Else

Deepavali:
FCET 2 – 0 Everyone Else

FCET won the inaugural inter-department festive decoration competition, wowing the judges (and
all who entered the FCET office) with an incredible Hari Raya themed display earlier this year, and
repeated the feat four months later by winning the Deepavali decorative competition in October.
Congratulations to everyone (especially those who dressed for the occasion) and massive thank
you to those who dedicated their time, effort and ideas to make the office look so magical.
Now let’s aim for the hat-trick!
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Cyber Security & Forensic Computing Students 
Visits IRIS Corporation Berhad

35 students from the Cyber Security and Forensic Computing programmes, chaperoned by Dr.
Mohamed Shabbir, Afifah Binti Sabri and Nik Sakinah binti Nik Ab Aziz, visited IRIS Corporation
Berhad on 14 August 2018. With proven expertise offering global clients smart cards, secure ICs,
inlays, cards and passports personalization, the visit to IRIS Corporate provided students with an
opportunity to gain insight into the professional working environment as well as engage with
experts in the field of cyber security.

To excel as a Data Scientist coming from a Non-Computing 
Education Background

The misconception that data science is
exclusively a domain for professionals with a
background in computing was firmly dispelled by
Dr. Lau Cher Han, Chief Data Scientist from
Interstream Sdn. Bhd. During an informative and
often eye-opening talk Dr. Lau emboldened the
University’s non-computing students to consider a
career path as a data scientist.
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Workshop on Augmented Reality for 
Educational Purposes

The Centre for Research and Development of IoT (CREDIT) organised a workshop on Augmented
Reality for Educational Purposes, conducted by Dr. Fariza Khalid, a lecturer from Faculty of
Education Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM). The workshop aimed equip lecturers with an
understanding as to how to use AR as a medium to enhance the T&L process. 20 lecturers were
involved in the workshop which conducted on 28th August 2018.

Building the right data architecture for structured and 
unstructured data

Aman Kapoor from Astro Sdn. Bhd. presented a talk to our data science students about the building
process of data architecture for analyzing the data. It was a very informative session for all
concerned.
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Academic Industrial Visit to 
Malaysian Software Testing Board (MSTB) 

As part of an academic industrial visit, 40 Computing and Technology Degree students visited the
Malaysian Software Testing Board (MSTB) Sdn Bhd, Puchong. Students toured the facility and learnt
about the role of MSTB in software testing, as well as gaining insight into software testing as
career. The trip was arranged by Dr. Siti Sarah Maidin and Mr Umapathy Eaganathan.

Innovation Day 2018

APU hosted the IoT Innovation day for the second year in session on the 18th of September.
During the event several prestigious speakers were invited to share their insights to audience,
including Jayson Din and Beh Chor How from Microsoft, Gerald Lee from Orange Business Service,
Kenneth Wong from Iconix, Choo Tzer Mann from ELMLAB and Mu Pathma from Promosys. The
speakers provided a clear vision regarding the future direction and growth of IoT, as well as
highlighting the role students and enthusiasts can play in shaping this future.
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APCA once again successfully put together a veritable buffet of events, talks and workshops as part
of APU Data Science Week 2018 from the 4th to the 8th of October. APU Data Science Week is a
satellite event in conjunction with MDEC Big Data Week 2018 to create awareness to all students,
staffs, and industrial participants about Data Science (But you knew that already!!).

APU Partners with Rocheston

On 17 October 2018, APU and Rocheston Accreditation Institute, New York signed an MoU for the
launch of Rocheston's 1st IoT & Innovation Hub in Malaysia. In the MoU, APU will partner with
Rocheston to deliver cutting edge advanced IoT, Big Data, Deep learning curriculum to prepare
students in emerging tech career.

APU Data Science Week 2018
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APU QR School Invasion 2018 is a project managed by Vinothini Kasinathan with the aim to expose
school students to the concept of Edutainment (Education + Entertainment). This project was first
introduced to APU students and has subsequently been conducted at a variety of schools both in
Malaysia and internationally. The most recent example of this is the APU QR School Invasion in
Semarang, Indonesia on the 17th October 2018 which saw participation by over 200 students, as
well as competitions at APU to coincide with campus visits by schools from Semarang and
Surakarta, Indonesia in November.

These events were made successful by the incredible dedication and commitment of project team
members Akansha Mandhana, Nur Amira Abdul Majid, Nik Sakinah Nik Ab Aziz, Syed Mohd Zahid
Syed Zainal Arrifin, and Nurul Husna Mohd Saad.

Data Science vs Pace of Innovation

An wealth of knowledge and experience graced the stage as part of the NextBigTech Asia 2018
Panel Discussion on Data Science vs Pace of Innovation on the 2nd of October. Experts from
MDEC, Google, Forbes Technology Council, and the Advisory Board Member from Smart Cities Asia
shared their experiences and best practices on how big data is transforming strategies and decision
making in their sectors.

APU QR School Invasion 2018
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AWS Cloud Practitioner Bootcamp 2018

APU is one of the few Malaysian universities with accredited status of AWS Academy institution. In
order to enrich APU students with cloud learning environment provided under AWS Academy
program, FCET in collaboration with APU corporate training center & CTI recently organized an AWS
bootcamp on 20-Nov-2018 aimed at moving participants towards Cloud Practitioner certification.
The full day bootcamp provided in-depth hands on experience to participating students on various
areas of AWS Cloud Foundation curriculum.

Over 70 students belonging to various IT disciplines participated in the bootcamp, with students
grouped into three IT labs for parallel learning experience from three accredited AWS instructors
(Mr. Amad Arshad, Dr. Kalai Anand, Mr. Reza Ganji). Dr. Michael Chen (AWS Academy Manager, Asia
Pacific Region) supported the bootcamp by flying to Kuala Lumpur from Hong Kong. The student
audience duly appreciated his opening address on AWS Core Services, Big Data and Artificial
Intelligence.

The organizing committee led by Ms. Nur Khairunnisha received good support from CREDIT
members, FCET lecturers and student services in promoting students enrollment for this bootcamp.
Moving on to next stage, participating students would be provided discount vouchers for appearing
in certification exam of AWS Cloud practitioner.

Rocheston IoT Workshop

Students and FCET members attended a
workshop on Innovation & IoT conducted by
Rocheston Accreditation Institute, New York.
The session highlighted the role of innovation
in technology and touched upon the future of
computing-AI, machine learning, IoT, smart
cities, and disruptive technologies. The
workshops also provided an opportunity for
attendees to get up close to the technologies
that are driving the IoT revolution with live
demos and experiential sessions with IoT
products.
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Cyber Safety Awareness Talk & Robotics Program

Recently, the Cybersecurity Research Centre (FSec) in collaboration with Asia Pacific Centre of
Robotic Engineering (APCORE) organized a cyber cafety school awareness session and robotics
program for Primary 4,5 and 6 students from Sekolah Kebangsaan Parit 6, Sg Besar, Selangor Darul
Ehsan. This programme was initiated based on the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering &
Maths) initiative for Malaysian Education Blueprint (2013-2025). The programme’s objective was to
promote awareness of cyber safety and to expose school children to robotics engineering. It was
also to promote ICT game-based learning as a means of instiliing strong cyber safety awareness.
The programme was led by academic staff from FCET (Zety Marlia Zainal Abidin as Program
Coordinator & Speaker, Nor Azlina Abd Rahman as Research Coordinator, Nik Nurul Ain,
Yogeswaran, Yusnita & Suresh Gobee as Game Coordinators), with assistance from of the Faculty’s
students.
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Students from Pusat Keselamatan Siber UKM lead by Dr Khairul Azmi and Dr Wan Fariza visited
APU on the 16th of November. On the agenda was a tour of the Cybersecurity Talent Zone and
talks by Dr Maryam, Dr Julia and Mr Yogeswaran regarding the Security Operation Centre, Forensic
and Security lab and CISCO lab.

UKM’s Cyber Security Centre Visits APU Talent Zone

Cyber Court Visit

Forensic Computing students, led by Ms. Nik Nurul Ain Binti Nik Suki, and Ms. Maryam Var Naseri,
visited the cyber court at the Kuala Lumpur Courts Complex in early December. The visited aimed
to contextualise the issues discussed in class and provided students with the opportunity to hear
real world cases in an actual court. Following the conclusion of the visit students have a clearer
understanding of the responsibility of an expert witness in the judicial system and the pivot role of
cybersecurity experts in securing a conviction in criminal cases.
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Kudos to the School of Technology (SoT) for their very first team building retreat at Outbac
(Outdoor Teambuilding Adventure Camp) Broga on 27th October 2018. Colleagues flexed their
muscles and tested their endurance through the Outbac Race, undertaking a series of challenges
such as an army trench crawl, Tarzan swinging, climbing a 12-feet wall and kayaking to name but a
few.

School of Technology Staff Team Building
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Competition Summary

Top University Goes To… APU!

APU students secured the highest number of awards across a number of categories at the KPMG
Cyber Challenge 2018! No other university could match our students’ level of skill, knowledge and
expertise in the field of cyber security, so a huge, huge well done to the students’ mentors Dr.
Meisam Eslahi, Ms. Maryam Var Naseri, and Mr. Umapathy Eaganathan for the dedication and drive.
Let’s not forget the students themselves, so here’s a role call of the students and their awards:

Category Placing Team
Cyber Security Challenge –
National Finals

2nd Runner Up Hashcow
Chong Chih Xien
Alexandr Sukhamera
Imran Esack Dawoodjee

“Engineering & Cyber – powered
by IET” track

Winner Business Student
Turganbaev Asilbek
Aidos Nurekesh
Yeap Zhi Sheng
Ng Yin Herng
Chew Yi Siang

“APT, Malware & Cyber – powered
by FireEye” track

Winner Comeback is Real
Tan Jit Ming
Alzhan Kaipviev
Maxim Demidenko
Derrick Chan Jiali
Wan Chee Kwan

Top University Award Winner Asia Pacific University (APU)
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Competition Summary

ASEAN Data Science Explorers 2018

The ASEAN Data Science Explorers is an annual competition organised by the ASEAN Foundation in
partnership with SAP which aims to enlist help from ASEAN youths studying at tertiary institutions in
Southeast Asia to harness data to highlight key issues in ASEAN. Participants are required to apply
data analytics to propose solutions that can make a difference to the people in the ASEAN region.
Ten teams are shortlisted to compete at the national levels in each member country. The national
level winners from each country then move on to compete at the regional level for the top prize.

A total of 4 teams from APU submitted their entries in the preliminary rounds of this year’s
competition. Team Tech Rangers from APU comprising members Ain Najwa binti Arba’in and
Yushalinie Pillay (mentored by Ms. Seetha Belaidan) were amongst the 10 teams shortlisted to
participate at the national level held on 13-Sept-2018 at University Malaya. Our team managed to
secure the 3rd place at the national levels, beating 7 other teams from other public and private
universities. Well done, team Tech Rangers!
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Competition Summary

PERINTIS 2018

The 3rd Invention and Innovation Competition of Private Higher Education Institution (PERINTIS) was
hosted by Management & Science University (MSU) on 1 November 2018. PERINTIS 2018 which
supported by the Ministry of Energy, Science, Technology, Environment and Climate Change
(MESTECC) and the Ministry of Education (MOE) Malaysia with the theme “Transforming Lives
Through Innovation”, offered a platform for researchers, industry practitioners and schools to
present innovations on recent developments in multi-disciplinary fields, as well to showcase and
promote the products’ potential. Our university was represented by eleven teams from the Faculty
of Computing, Engineering & Technology (FCET) and School of Media, Arts and Design (SoMAD). We
are pleased to share that our university has won 3 golds, 7 silvers and 1 bronze medals. Kudos to all
APU’s teams for their fine achievements & a job well done.
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Competition Summary

PERINTIS 2018 – A Students’ Perspective

In the past year and a half that I have spent in APU,
I’ve always wanted to be more involved in extra-
curricular activities and competitions to gain more
exposure. I finally got my opportunity to try it out
when my lecturer, Ms. Seetha Belaidan offered me
the opportunity to take part in PERINTIS 2018
which was held in MSU in Shah Alam.

When the day of the competition finally came, and
we set up our booth and rehearsed how we were
going to present the system to our fellow judges. It
was a big event set in the Chancellor Hall in MSU.
At around 9am, 1 of the 3 judges came by our
booth and it was finally time to sell our idea to
him. We were presenting a system called WiKies
which is a Wikipedia extraction system. The system
would extract key points of the Wikipedia page of
any topic and automatically generate a mind map. I
felt very proud of myself after the first
presentation! I overcame my fear and had fun
while I was at it. The same went for the other 2
judges. The rest of the day went on and I took the
__opportunity to check out the ideas from other participants and learnt a thing or two.

When the end of the day came it was finally time to find out the results of the competition. After taking
group photos with the other participants, we all sat to check the results online. To my surprise, my team
for a silver medal!

In conclusion, I learnt that I must put myself out there more than I usually do because you never know
what you may achieve. Even if you don’t win anything, the experience that comes with it is truly worth
the while.
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Competition Summary

i-Hack 2018

i-Hack serves to disseminate and share computer security technology and advancements among
students, practitioners, academicians and security experts from higher education learning
institutions, related government bodies, security commissioners, and IT professionals in the security
industry, as well as the broader public crowd. For the 2018 edition of the competition two teams
from SoCT, hascow and Greyhs, secured positions amongst the top 20 finalists in the Hacking,
Defense and Forensic category following the online pre-qualification stage held earlier in
September. They thus gained a place in the final round held at the Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM)
on the 1st and 2nd of October 2018.

The final round of the competition was a two day affair, with the 20 teams whittled down to 10
following 12 hours of intense competition over the first day. The top 10 were then required to
conduct a presentation to the judges during the second day, after which one of SoCT’s
representatives emerged victorious as the overall winners of the competition. Congratulations to
hashCow members Alexandr Sukhamera, Imran Esack Dawoodjee and Choong Chih Xien for seeing
off all other challenges (as well as enriching their bank accounts to the tune of RM 6000), and a well
done to Greyhs team members Sritaran Doraisamy, Jerico Jonsen and Tay Leong Jin for securing a
spot within the top ten at the first competition. Congratulations also to the teams’ mentors Ms Nor
Azlina Abd Rahman and Ms Yusnita Yusof for their guidance and hardwork!!
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Competition Summary

IUCEL 2018

We brought home the 2 gold and 1 silver medals at
the International University Carnival on E-Learning
(IUCEL) 2018. IUCEL is organised by International
Islamic University of Malaysia (IIUM) in
collaboration with the Malaysian e-Learning
Council for Public Universities (MEIPTA), Malaysia
Centre for e-Learning, and Ministry of Education
Malaysia.
__

RISE 2018

International Research and Innovation Symposium and Exposition 2018 (RISE2018), is a combination of
international conference and exhibition, focusing on showcasing of products and technologies from public
and private institutes of higher learning, industries and school levels as well.

Organised by Tun Hussein Onn University of Technology (UTHM) and supported by Ministry of Education
Malaysia, RISE2018 will bring together all researchers, inventors and industrial players to one place to enable
the sharing of knowledge and experience among all participants and at the same time facilitate the processes
of business matching and commercialization of the showcased products and technologies.

We brought home the gold, silver and bronzes medals that takes place on 12 – 13 November 2018.
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Competition Summary

Battle of Hackers 2018

Battle of Hackers 2018 is organised by our very own Forensic and Cybersecurity Research Centre
(Student Section) of APU. This event is being held with the purpose of providing a spotlight towards
the talented youths today to showcase their Cyber Security and Forensic Computing Skills. With
many competitions today focusing on other Information Technology skills, we hope this event would
allow students to finally enhance their skills in Cyber Security and Forensic Computing.

The first round was just open internally to all APU students only. The 2nd round of Battle of Hackers
2018 event was open publicly to other universities to join. The universities that joined the Battle of
Hackers 2018 were UNIKL, KUIS, KDU, UPM, UTM,UKM and UiTM (Jasin and Shah Alam). The 1st
runner up of the hacking competition was APU’s Heroes in hacking from Hashcow group followed by
2nd prize goes to KUIS and the third prize goes to UniKL. This event sponsored by NTA company and
APU.
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Competition Summary

NxDefender Cybersecurity Competition 2018

NxDefender Cybersecurity Competition 2018 was held on 22nd November 2018 at APU that organized by
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation Sdn. Bhd (MDEC) and LE Global Services Sdn Bhd (LGMS). The
competition’s objectives fully aligns with MDEC’s mission in supporting the advancement of Malaysia’s digital
economy and raising interest together with the awareness amongst the new generation in the domain of
cyber security, which is a determining factor for a thriving digital economy. The competition provides
students the opportunity to participate in an event that allows them to exhibit their skills, interest and
expertise in cyber security.

Out of 5 teams, 3 teams able to go for final round. Those groups are MMY, FetchOrbis and Word.exe.
FetchOrbis became the champion for this competition. Most of the students are level 2 students and only
FetchOrbis were final year students.
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